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Abstract

The object of this short paper is to reckon with the group of plane

collineations, which permute, among themselves, the four vertices of a given

convex (plane) quadrangle. At the end of the paper there are laconic

references to a class of “special” functions, which are invariant with

respect to the collineation-group. We are not aware whether the problem

in its present form has attracted much attention heretofore.

Art. 1.—If X? Y, Z be the three centres of a convex plane quadrangle

ABCD (as shewn in Fig. 1), the projective or homogeneous co-ordinates

of the four vertices can be taken as:

A (— a
, P, y), B (a, — ft y), C (a, ft — y) and D (a, ft y),

provided that XYZ is chosen as the triangle of reference.

Inasmuch as a plane collineation is uniquely defined, when four pairs

of corresponding points are assigned (provided, of course, that no three

points of either tetrad are collinear), it follows that there exist altogether
4P4 or 24 distinct collineations, which, by operating on the four vertices

109



110 Hari Das Bagchi and Manindra Chandra Chaki

Z

Fig. 1

(A, B, C, D) must produce either a rearrangement of all of them, or a re-

arrangement of some of them with invariance of the remaining ones. We
shall now find it to our advantage to make free use of the familiar conventions

and notations of the Theory of Substitutions. Thus the notation (ABCD)

implies that the points A, B, C, D are being converted respectively into the

points B, C, D, A, whereas the notation (ADCB) stands for the inverse

collineation, which converts A, D, C, B into D, C, B, A respectively. Mani-

festly the collineations

:

{ABCD), (BCDA), (<CDAB) and (DABC)

are all identical. Similarly the collineation (ABC) changes A, B, C into

B, C, A, whereas the inverse collineation (ACB) changes A, C, B into C, B, A.

Also the collineation (AB) or (BA) implies that A, B simply change positions.

In particular, (AA) means that the point A remains invariant.

For obvious reasons, the product of the two substitutions, viz.,

(AA) (BCD)

keeps A fixed and converts B, C, D into C, D, B respectively and the product

(AB) (CD)

implies that A changes place with B and C with D, but the product

(AA) (BB) (CD)

keeps both the points A, B fixed and interchanges the points C, D.
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With due regard to the aforementioned conventions, we proceed in

Art. 2 to study the detailed classification of the 24 collineations, which are

connected with the quadrangle ABCD in the manner indicated heretofore.

Art. 2.—Plain reasoning shows that the 24 collineations just talked

about generate a group G, which can be subdivided into four distinct classes,

enumerated below:

—

Class I.

—

6 collineations in each of which the 4 vertices are

rearranged in a cyclic order-,

Class II.—8 collineations (Jr~Js), in each of which one of the vertices

remains fixed and the other 3 vertices are re-shuffled in a cyclic

order ;

Class III.—6 collineations (Kx-K6), in each of which two of the vertices

remain fixed and the other two are interchanged;

Class IV.

—

4 collineations (I, Ix, /2, /3), which permit of a double inter-

change of points and also of repetition of the same.

It is easy to anticipate beforehand that Class IV contains the ‘ identity ’

element I. The analytic representations of the four classes of collineations

are appended respectively in the following four Tables I-IV, it being tacitly

understood that the AXYZ of Art. 1 is chosen as the triangle of reference

and that (x, y, z) and (x', y', z') are respectively the initial and final positions

of the current point, and that p is a factor of proportionality.

Table I

(Hi-Hc)

Collineations
Symbolic

representations
Analytic representations

Hi (ABDC) px' = X, $ II pz> " y

p
y;

h2
QiCDB) px' = x9

,~o
II 1 pz' = ly;

H3 (ADCB) ii
^
|p

py' = y 9 pz' = -¥ x

;

a

H, (ABCD) ,
a

px = — -~z,

y
py' = y,

ii
p

Hs (ADBC) , a
px =^y. 1II£ pz' = z;

(ACBD) /
a

** - - , p
py a

pz' = z.
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Table II

CM.)

Collineations
Symbolic

representations
Analytic representations

A (yM) (BCD)
x' __ y

9 « ~ p F y*

z'
-
X

.

a
’

(AA) (BDC)
xf

z
P a

~
y’

/ X
p ^

,

p a P
y

y. •

0’

/3 (BB) (ACD)
x' z

P
a y

v' X
» p -p

•
•— ,

p a

2'

p 7
=.y

.

'r
J4 (BB) (ADC)

x f

y
P a = 0’

ii
ti z' x_

a 5

(CC) (ADB)
X' _ z

P
a y

1

v' X
p

*

T « -
p a

z'

P
Y

~~ .y.
-

J6 (CC) (ABD)
x' V

P a
=
~F

y
r

z
p

-- » -
p r

Z
f

p 7
= X

a ?

J7 (DD) (ACB)
x' y

p*~y . y_ _£
p -g-- «—

,

p y
9 7~ X

a ’

Js (DD) (ABC)
x ' z

P a~y'
y

f x
p 4-
p a

z'
9 y

= y
is-

Table III

(*!-*«)

Collineations
Symbolic

representations Analytic representations

(aa) (Z>Z>) (SC) px' = X, py'-?z, pz
f = y

Ka (SS) (CC) (AD) px' — — X ’
= pz' - y

! F ;

k3 (BB) (DD) (CA) f
CL

Px «-z, p/ = j, pz' «

K4 (CC) (AA) (BD) /

px = -z. p/ « - y, pz' = y
CL

k5 (CC) (DD) (AB)
'

p*' = , 0
py = -x,

CL
P*' = z;

K, (AA) (BB) (CD) ,
a

py' — ~ x,
/ a

pz' = — z.
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Table IV

a /„ 4 /3)

Collineations
Symbolic

representations
Analytic representations

I (Identity) (AA) (BB) (CC) (DD) px' = x, py' = y\ pz
f = z,

h (AD) (BC)
li 1 !! pz' = z;

h (BD) (CA

)

px' = x, py’ = — .v. pz' — z;

h (CD) (AB) px' = x, py' = v, pz

'

= — z.

It is palpably plain that the Class IV (consisting of I, f, /2 ,

/

3), is a

group in itself, being a sub-group of the bigger group G, but that none of

the other three classes is a group in the strict sense of the terra. The reader,

who is so minded, may attempt the arduous task of constructing the

“ multiplication-table ” of the collineation-group G. But without going

into details, one can easily verify certain simple relations, e.g .

—

— 1% = V = I (®1),
rr a U 2 I— XI 2

— *1?

Hz
2 = tf*

2 = h,

H* = Hf = I3,

and Hf = 1, (p = 1,2,... ., 6).

Art. 3.—Reverting to the figure of Art. 1, let us keep the three points

X, Y, Z fixed, and alter the parameters a, j5, y arbitrarily. We then derive

an aggregate of oo3 of (plane) quadrangles like ABCD, each of which has the

three (fixed) points X,Y,Z for its centres. If we now take due note of the

fact that the anlaytic representations of I, f, /2, /3 (as recorded in Table IV),

are independent of a,
f3, y, we readily arrive at the following

:

Prop .—If a plane collineation so transforms a quadrangle that its four

vertices are interchanged in two distinct pairs, it must operate similarly on an

infinitude of other quadrangles. Further, all such quadrangles must have

the same three ‘ centres ’ (say, X, Y, Z) and a collineation of the above

description must, when referred to XYZ as the “ standard triangle ” be repre-

sentable in one or other of the three possible forms '.

—

(/i) .
.

px' = - x, py' = y, pz' = z;

(/a) .
.

px' = x, py' — — y, pz' = z;

(/3) .
.

px' = x, py' = y, pz' = - z.
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Art. 4—Suppose now that F (it], £) is a ternary function, which
remains unaltered (save as to a multiplicative constant), when any two of
the three variables £ ij, £ are interchanged. Naturally this assumption
implies a number of identical relations of the type

:

F(v, £, 0 = cF(£, V, 0 for arbitrary i, q, £.

If we now take a critical survey of the analytical representations of the

twenty-four collineations of the group G (as recorded in Tables I-IV), the
fact stands out that in each case any one of the three squares

:

& ® ©‘.

is equated to a definite numerical multiple of one or other of the three squares

:

(«) <$)\ a
(taken in some order).

It follows then, as a consequence of the limitation already imposed on
F(£, q, £), that the equation:

F y
2

W
remains invariant, being, as it is, carried over into:

(A)

F y
’2

w = 0.

The geometrical interpretation is that every (plane) curve, whose “ homo-
geneous ” equation is of the form (A), must remain invariant, when it is sub-

mitted to the operation of any one of the 24 collineations of the group G.

We shall now conclude this paper by citing two simple illustrations

of the above proposition.

Thus each of the two curves:

and

(yf _ zf\ (

z

2

y
2
/ \y

2

fx2
y 2\

a?) W “
fi*)

remains unaffected by the collineations of G.

= 0

( 1 )

(2)
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Manifestly (2) is an improper sextic curve, composed of the three pairs

of right lines

:

(XDA, XCB), (.BYD,
CYA) and (ZDC,

ZAB), (3)

(of Art. 1). By interpreting the collineations geometrically, the reader can

easily explain on d priori grounds why the six lines, marked (3), must, when

taken together, remain absolutely invariant, to whichever collineation (of

the group G) they are submitted.

By attributing other convenient forms to the ternary quasi-symmetric

function F(jt, y, 0 of the aforesaid category, the reader can easily derive

any number of plane curves like (A), which are, so to say, automorphic w.r.t.

the collineation-group G.
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1. The object of this paper is to investigate some self-reciprocal func-
tions with the help of known results that Mohan (1931)

8 (*) = f J^+v) (xy) f(y) dy (1]

and Mohan (1933)

y^jfixy) dy
(1 — (2)

are R„ when/(x) is

The i?„-function 4(1) obtained in §4 gives
well-known result due to Bailey (1930) that

us a generalisation of the

m (-1 *2
)

is which, when expressed in the form of Mac-Robert’s function
xi (a, p:: x), can be written as

r-W'EQv + W + i, p-.:\x\

where i?(v)>-i,i?(Vrfi5) > _ 1

2. If we take

/0>) = y-<iS+i) E{a, p-.: j-y*),

which is #2a-0-1 (Bailey, 1930), provided R (a) > 0 and R
in the integral formula 1 ( 1 ), then

(2a — j8) > 0,

g (x) - (xy)-E(a,p : :&*) dy,

= 0-a+3^/ 2+Jr+i .
E (a) E(p)

_

T(i + i? + ift)

116
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+ ($pHp+t r(^-a)r(a)r(2a-
J
8)

r®+$v+a-W)

x A QL/+1 ; i+f+^p; i*
!

)
provided R (2a — /?) > 0, R (a) >0, R (v + 3^8 — 2a) > — 2.

The above integral has been evaluated with the help of a more
general formula given by F. M. Ragab (1950).

Hence, leaving aside the constant factor, we have

\P

(?Y(F(^v+i^d-J) V2 )

" (3/2—a—|-v-|~3r/3, i-f-J-v+i/J’ )

ros-a) r(2a-
J8) /x2Y'h T(fPiv+a-^8) ' V 2J

x^Gr/+ 1 ; i+i;+a_i?
;i^)} a)

as R„ provided R (a) > 0, R (2a — /3) > 0, i? (v + 3/3 - 2a) > - 2.

3. If we put a = 1 and £ = 1 — v in 2 (1), we get

^-(3/2-" ) £(1 - V, 1 :
:
£x2

),
- 1 < R (v) < 3/2

as which is also a particular case of 1 (4).

4. If we take

3r<p+i) E(a, f3:: iy
2
),

which is R2a-p-i, provided i? (a) > 0 and R (2a — 0) > 0, as /(y) of the

integral formula 1 (2), we get

g (x) = xr lP+V
J (1 —

= JT* (a) jP (

—

X
[r(P-a)(2*-fi .

/x2\«

(a— \2 /

a

a—

1

* 2a— /?

a

—
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,

r (a— £) r (,s)
_
/xzy

r (•£/?+ V 2 /

X 2“* 2
f P ,

a

VjS-o+i, iiS+iv+i’

provided R (a) >0, R (2a — /3) > 0, R (v + P — 2a) >

Hence, leaving aside the constant factor, we have

x ^ (a-jS+l’ ix2
)

,

r(q-jg)r()8)
.
/*2y

]n \2 /

X A (j3—a+1* i j8+iv+i
; ^x2

)] W
as R„, provided R (a) > 0, R (2a — /3) > 0, R ( v + j8 — 2a) ^ — 1

.

5. If we put a = Jv + J/8 + £ in 4 (1), we get

*-<£+*> • R(iv + ij3 + i, )8:: ^2
)

as R„, provided R(v)> — 1. R(v + p) > —
1, which is Bailey’s result

1(4).

My best thanks' are due to Dr. R. S. Varma for his help in the prepara-

tion of this paper.
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Abstract

A satisfactory explanation is given for the formation of the forbidden

spots which were observed in the zerolayer [010] Weissenberg photograph

of Anthraquinone which are shown to be originated due to Renninger

effect.

Introduction

The crystal structure of Anthraquinone, C1 (V
H h02 was determined by Sen

(1945) by the two-dimensional Fourier Synthesis. He previously (Sen, 1940)

assigned to the crystal the space group P2l/a, but in his later work (Thesis,

Calcutta University) mentioned the observation of a few weak forbidden

reflections (hoi with h odd) (Table I), which led him to ascribe P2X as the

correct space group. These forbidden reflections as well as a few more

were observed by the author. A critical re-examination of the space group

was made by the author by studying the characteristics of the forbidden

spots,

Detection of Renninger Reflections in Anthraquinone

The forbidden reflections mentioned above were found to be much
sharper than the normal reflections and moreover were not associated with

the usual reflections due to CuK/3, which were observed in the case of equally

intense normal ones. These forbidden reflections were suspected, by their

nature, to be due to Renninger (1937) reflections of the incident beam by

two sets of strong planes and were shown to be so by a study of the reflecting

conditions of the reciprocal lattice.

The mechanism of formation of the double reflections can be understood

by constructing the reciprocal lattice for this crystal. As an example we

shall consider the forbidden reflection (302) in some details.

The reciprocal lattice for the equatorial layer of [010] is shown in Fig. 1.

This is drawn on the basis of a unit cell dimensions, a = 15-77 A.U.,

h = 3-98 A.U., C = 7-85 A.U. and p = 102° 43' which are the revised ones

by the author from a consideration of the high angle spots (for which axa2
119
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doublet is well resolved) of the equatorial layer line [010] setting of the
Weissenberg photograph.

Fig. 1

The circles of reflection for different layers projected on the equatorial
layer were drawn with their respective radii on a transparent film with a
common diameter to represent the incident beam, traces of which are shownm the diagram. One of the junctions of the diameter with the equatorial
layer circle of reflection is the origin of the reciprocal lattice and the film
rotated until the circle corresponding to the equatorial layer passes through the
point (3, 2). In this position it is observed that the circle of reflection of the
ist layer is passing through points (5, 2) and (2, 1) indicating that the (512)
and (211) directions may become probable incident directions for planes
whose reciproca1 vectors are the vector differences of these two vectors from
that of (502) planes to give rise to the reflection (302). Since this graphical
method cannot be expected to give a high degree of accuracy for these coinci-
dences, the following analytical method was used to test the accuracy of the
results.

It is convenient to express the required results in polar co-ordinates,
e equatona circle is of unit radius and always passes through the origin ,

is a so passing through a point P (r, 6). Let the co-ordinates of the centre
of the circle be (1, a). Then the equation to the circle is,

r/2 = cos (a - 0) (Fig. 2).
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1 /
C'J/l

\

Fig.2

from which.

a = 0 + cos-1 r/2 (1)

Let Q be any point (rx, 0j), the distance of which from C is R. Then from

ACOQ,
CQ 2 = OC2 + OQ 2 — 2-OC-OQ cos (a — 0j)

Z.<?., R 2 — 1 “h Z^
2 — 2Z

-

! COS (a 0])-

The polar co-ordinates of the various points concerned can be obtained

from reciprocal lattice, Fig. 1. Polar co-ordinates of the point (302) are

given by

r = -5529 and 0 = 32°,

which leads to a — 105° 57'.

For (512) with reciprocal lattice co-ordinates (5, 2) and polar co-ordinates

(rls 0]) in the plane of the first layer, we have

r* = *7082, = 43° 34'

which results in R = -919.

For (211)—reciprocal lattice co-ordinates (2, 1).

Following just the same steps as above R comes to -926.

Both these values for R are in quite good agreement with the radius

of the 1st layer line circle of reflection R = cos v = • 922,
Fig. 3.

If (hkl) are the indices of the forbidden reflection and h-Jc^k and h2kj2 are

respectively those of the two normal reflections,

h = h1 + hz,
k= ki + k2 and 1 = h + h-

hjcjt in the case of (512) and (211) are thus found to be (2~1 0) and (1 1 1)

respectively. Each of these reflections of both the pairs is fairly strong.
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Fig. 3

For each forbidden reflection that was observed a similar procedure
was adopted and the pairs from which the contributions were made in giving

rise to the particular reflection were brought out. Intensities of these for-

bidden spots were found to be in reasonable agreement with the expected
estimates from their contributors. A list of the forbidden reflections along
with their contributors are given in Table I.

Table 1

Observed forbidden
reflection

Pairs of planes giving rise to the
corresponding forbidden reflection

(101) (113. 014). (211. TIO). (524 425)

(102) (212. TIO). (lfl, 013), (413, 3 Fl)

(102) (321, 4 21), (013), TT1)

(302) (512, 2“10), (211, fll)

(502) (211, 3 1 1), (210, 7"12)

(103) (112, Oil, (614, 5l7)

(303) (110, 4l3)

Results

Since these forbidden reflections are satisfactorily explained, the space-
group of Anthraquinone is established as P21 /a. The existence of the centre
of symmetry required by P2x\a was confirmed by the author by a statistical
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consideration of the intensity distribution in Anthraquinone and was pub-

lished elsewhere (1955).

In conclusion the author wishes to express his thanks to Prof. K.

Banerjee for suggesting the problem and his helpful guidance throughout

this work and to Shri R. K. Sen for the valuable discussions. Thanks are also

due to the Government of India, Ministry of Education, and the authorities

of the Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science for the award of a

senior scholarship under a scheme of development of scientific manpower
during the tenure of which this work was done.
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